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For 2020, it has once again proven “it takes a village.” Meet our health and wellness
partners who work tirelessly to keep us healthy and safe. We give you a glimpse of
their thoughts in these difficult times—both for themselves, and their businesses.
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If one of your resolutions is to get fit, we have just the feature, spotlighting three local
gyms that are great options for your plans. And, check out Diya Nath, a 14-year-old
Chandler resident who has just published her first book!
If you are social media-weary with all the politics and negativity, check out Kindli,
the new digital platform revolutionizing social media created by a Valley local.
So what’s in store for 2021? Who knows, but the New Year always brings times of
reflection, commitment, and aspiration. Be sure to give yourself some grace as you
embark on this new year. Be good to yourself, and be good to each other.
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Proverbs 3:5-6
Chandler Lifestyle™ is published monthly by Lifestyle Publications LLC. It is distributed via
the US Postal Service to some of the Chandler area’s most affluent neighborhoods. Articles
and advertisements do not necessarily reflect Lifestyle Publications’ opinions. No portion of
this magazine may be reproduced in any form without written consent. Lifestyle Publications
does not assume responsibility for statements made by advertisers or editorial contributors.
Information in Chandler Lifestyle™ is gathered from sources considered to be reliable, but the
accuracy of all information cannot be guaranteed.
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TOP SELLING HOMES

with

BEAUTIFUL VIEWS
$990,000

$630,000

$815,000

4581 SOUTH PECAN DRIVE, CHANDLER, AZ 85248

4660 SOUTH DANYELL DRIVE, CHANDLER, AZ 85249

915 WEST ZION WAY, CHANDLER, AZ 85248

5 BEDROOMS 4.5 BATHROOMS

3 BEDROOMS 2.5 BATHROOMS

4 BEDROOMS 3 BATHROOMS

WATERMARK AT OCOTILLO

$643,000
2176 EAST DESERT BROOM DRIVE, CHANDLER, AZ 85286

MARKWOOD NORTH

4 BEDROOMS 3 BATHROOMS

$615,000

CALABRIA

$1,850,000

2527 EAST BEECHNUT COURT, CHANDLER, AZ 85249

CIRCLE G AT RIGGS HOMESTEAD ESTATES
5 BEDROOMS 5.5 BATHROOMS

$777,000

ECHELON AT OCOTILLO

$599,000

3095 EAST BARTLETT PLACE, CHANDLER, AZ 85249

REIDS RANCH

4 BEDROOMS 2.5 BATHROOMS

$720,000

4060 SOUTH BIG HORN PLACE, CHANDLER, AZ 85249

4543 SOUTH WILDFLOWER PLACE, CHANDLER, AZ 85248

3475 SOUTH OLEANDER DRIVE, CHANDLER, AZ 85248

4 BEDROOMS 3 BATHROOMS

5 BEDROOMS 3 BATHROOMS

3 BEDROOMS 2 BATHROOMS

OLD STONE RANCH

LAGUNA COVE AT OCOTILLO

COTTONWOOD SPRINGS

Moving forward
together!

www.amyjonesgroup.com

Call Us: (480) 250-3857

Each office is independently
owned and operated

GOOD TIMES

Neighbors Who Care's Volunteer Thank You Day Drive-Thru Event
Neighbors Who Care matches volunteers to homebound elderly to complete errands, transport to physician appointments, and provide
respite care to caregivers. On Nov. 25, the organization held a drive-thru volunteer thank you, with more than 70 cars through its driveway. Additionally, Chandler Mayor Kevin Hartke proclaimed November 25th Neighbors Who Care Volunteer Thank You Day.

ALINE Architecture Concepts Supports Live Love
Scottsdale architecture company ALINE Architecture Concepts contributed over $1,000 to purchase food to feed over 20 families
during Thanksgiving. ALINE purchased enough food to fill over 20 boxes as part of Chandler nonprofit Live Love’s yearly commitment
to support the community.
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In your corner, just around
the corner
Banner Ocotillo - Now open
Here to meet the needs of Chandler residents and members in the surrounding communities. Banner
Ocotillo Medical Center opens with an emergency room, labor and delivery, imaging, surgery, cardiac
services, intensive care and room to grow.

Located on Alma School, south of loop 202 San Tan.
1435 S Alma School Rd, Chandler, AZ 85286 • BannerHealth.com/Ocotillo

Banner Health is committed to providing safe places for care.
Learn more at Banner Health.com

AROUND TOWN
CIFF will be partnering with two nonprofits this
year, AZCEND and ICAN. Each organization will
receive donations from the film festival.

MICHAEL POLLACK FEEDS MORE THAN
1,000 PEOPLE FOR THANKSGIVING
Valley philanthropist Michael Pollack helped
250 families have a meal this Thanksgiving. For
the past 15 years, the Pollack Investments owner
has supported Bishop Tyronne Stowe’s annual
Thanksgiving meals for those in need, and this year
he continued the tradition.
Pollack donated all the necessary funds to cover
250 Family Boxes of Thanksgiving Meals To-Go. Each

ARIZONA’S FIRST BUILD-YOUR-OWN
PASTA CONCEPT OPENS IN CHANDLER
Pasta78, the state’s first build-your-own pasta con-

box was filled with turkey, sides, and desserts, and
was enough to feed a family of four people or more.
Pollack teamed up with Victory for Life Church
for the program.

cept, recently opened its first location in Chandler at

“This year we know the need is greater than

2780 W. Chandler Blvd., Ste. 6. A fast-casual Italian

ever before,” Pollack says. “We know there are a

eatery, it offers the opportunity to enjoy a customized,

lot of families struggling right now, and we wanted

fresh pasta dish in a casual environment.

to help as many people as possible. There is quite

Guests build their own pasta bowl by choosing

frankly nothing more that I love during the holiday

one of the several homemade, fresh pasta options, as

season, or really anytime of the year, than giving

well as a house made sauce, protein, and toppings.

back. We hope these hearty meals [gave] everyone

Pasta78 will also offer several grab-and-go salad

a nice Thanksgiving and a reason to believe again

options, as well as desserts. PestoEatery.com

that things will get better, and we are here right

CHANDLER INTERNATIONAL FILM
FESTIVAL RETURNS FOR ITS FIFTH YEAR
More than 100 films from more than 25 countries and
five continents will be showcased at this fifth annual

beside our friends all the way.”

ASSOCIATION OF UNIVERSITY
WOMEN'S ARIZONA SOUTHEAST
VALLEY BRANCH AWARDS SCHOLARSHIPS

event, held Jan. 21-24. Films featured include Tombstone,

Each year, the Association of University Women

Pirates of the Caribbean, Curse of the Black Pearl, The

(AAUW) Arizona Southeast Valley Branch selects

Unhealer, Kiss the Ground, and Divertimento.

three scholarship winners from the six Chandler

This year, there are three ways to experience the
festival. First, at Harkins Chandler Fashion Center.

high schools. Each winner receives a $1,000 scholarship to further her education.

And, a drive-in screening will be at Chandler High

This year, three women were selected by the con-

School. Attendees can also participate virtually

sultants from AAUW: Judy Baur; Gail Jones; Anne

at ChandlerFilmFestival.com.

Newman; Beth Zdeblick; and chair, Nancy Andrews.

Known as one of the fastest-growing film festi-

Natalie Contreras of Chandler High received

vals in Arizona, Chandler International Film Festival

the AAUW East Valley Branch Scholarship. Sophie

was created to bring together filmmakers, industry

Malleck of Perry High received the Margaret Noser

professionals, and film fanatics to celebrate all

Scholarship. And, Nardia Padilla of ACP Erie

genres of cinema. Along with a diverse mix of inter-

High, received the Margaret Horn Scholarship.

national films, the weekend will include a variety of

In February 2020, the AAUW Southeast Valley

programming and events including a red carpet,

Branch Executive Board had voted to name two of the

opening ceremony, drive-in, virtual screening,

college scholarships it presents each spring to women

awards ceremony, filmmaker workshops, Q&As,

attending public high schools in Chandler. Starting

nightly after-parties, and celebrity guest appear-

with this year’s award and going forward, one schol-

ances (following CDC guidelines).

arship will be named annually in honor of the branch's
founder, and still active member, Margaret Horn.
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The second named scholarship will recognize
a member who has contributed significant time,
talent, and energy to the AAUW Branch.
The third scholarship is designated at the AAUW
Southeast Branch Members’ Scholarship.

LOCAL GIRL SCOUTS BROWNIE
TROOP GIVES BACK
In 2020, local Girl Scouts were able to finish their
cookie season before the onset for COVID-19—but
they weren't able to redeem their awards towards
outings or trips as usual.
Instead of holding the funds for something else,
local Chandler Brownie Troop 3811 wanted to give
back. They banded together to braid 100-plus
doggie/kitty pull toys at home that they donated to
the AZ Humane Society. The materials were purchased online with cookie funds and distributed
via no-contact pick up. They also used their fall
product earnings to buy new toys for the children
at the Sojourner Center.

PEDAL HAUS BREWERY'S WINNING LAGER
Pedal Haus Brewery recently received gold standing in the Dark Lager category at this year’s San
Diego International Beer Festival for its German Dark
Lager. The festival is one of the largest and most
competitive brewing contests held in California each
year, hosting nearly 200 breweries from around the
world, and averaging over 1,500 entries.
Pedal Haus’ German Dark Lager is dark in color,
but crisp like a pilsner, with 5.1% alcohol by volume
and a 22 IBU.
The judging for the San Diego beer festival
aligns with the Brewers Association style guidelines. It is a closed, blind event in which industry
CONTINUED >
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AROUND TOWN
professionals and certified judges
evaluate the beers, without knowing
the brand or brewery name, and rank
them in defined style categories.
Pedal Haus has been gaining
notoriety in the local craft beer scene
since 2015, when it opened its first
location. Since then, the brewery
has won more than 33 medals and
awards, including a gold medal at
the Great American Beer Festival in
2018 and Best Brewery in the United
States at the 2019 Copa Cerveza de
Americas. PedalHausBrewery.com

LOCAL MOTORS SIGNS LEASE
FOR NEW HEADQUARTERS
LOCATION IN CHANDLER
Local Motors signed a 10,000
square foot lease at Chandler Tech
Center, which is located at 7400 W.
Detroit St. This new headquarters
location will have 80 percent of the
building dedicated to office space, with
the remaining 20 percent reserved for
research and development.
Local Motors is developing the
Olli, a 3D printed, autonomous, elec-

Animal Medical Center of Chandler would like to wish you and your
family a Happy New Year! After one rollercoaster of a year, Beaugart
is so excited to see what treats, toys and adventures 2021 has in
store for him. Paws crossed it’s a good one!

tric shuttle. The vehicle has been
deployed at locations around the
globe, including hospitals, campuses,
bases, and universities.
Chandler has developed a growing cluster of automotive technology
companies, with technology giants
like Waymo choosing Chandler to test
out their latest autonomous vehicle
technology. There are multiple other
companies in Chandler involved in
various stages of the automotive
technology supply chain, such as
NXP, Garmin, Maxim Integrated, Intel,
Rogers, and ARM.
“We are very excited to be moving

Andrea Stickland, DVM

Kristy Sorenson, DVM

Laura Diltz, DVM

Chelsie Daniel,
BVM&S MRCVS

into our new headquarters in Chandler,”
says Local Motors President, Vikrant
Aggarwal. “Chandler is building an
amazing ecosystem of technology
companies that will allow us to accelerate our product and technology
roadmaps.” LocalMotors.com

W. Chandler Heights Rd., Ste. 3
Chandler, AZ 85248

myvet@amcofc.com

www.amcofc.com

Located on the NW corner of Arizona Ave and Chandler Heights Rd
in the CVS Pharmacy complex, across the street from the post office.

CityLifestyle.com/Chandler
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LOCAL LIMELIGHT
ARTICLE JOYCE SELK | PHOTOGRAPHY BRIDGETTE MARIE BALMES

THROUGH ALL THE EMOTIONAL UPS AND
DOWNS OF 2020, WE INITIALLY FOCUSED ON OUR
PHYSICAL HEALTH, BUT SOON LEARNED OUR
MENTAL HEALTH IS JUST AS IMPORTANT. And,
during this past year it truly has “taken a village” to
keep us all healthy and well. The best advice someone
gave me early on in the pandemic was, “Be good to
you first so you can help others.”
So this month, I wanted to introduce you to our
health and wellness partners that not only support
you and our community, but have steadfastly
supported bringing Chandler Lifestyle to you each
and every month. Like many of us, these individuals
and businesses have had to learn to pivot and
adapt to survive in order to continue to provide their
important services.
There were some common threads in their answers
we received—mental health is as important as physical
health; the discovery of what is truly important; slow
down; be grateful; good can come from adversity. I
hope you enjoy this peek into their thoughts and lives
as much as I did! And, if you ever need any of their
services, please consider supporting them.

14
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MEET OUR HEALTH
AND WELLNESS PARTNERS

I t Ta k e s
A Village

Denise Garcia
MD/Owner

DENISE GARCIA MD/OWNER
DESERT EYESTHETICS
TELL US ABOUT YOUR BUSINESS.
My team and I provide comprehensive medical
and aesthetic care in the field of oculofacial plastic
surgery,

including

plastic,

reconstructive,

and

cosmetic services.
WHAT IS SOMETHING ABOUT YOU OR
YOUR BUSINESS PEOPLE MAY NOT KNOW?
I was the 1995 Fiesta Bowl Queen!
WHAT HAS OWNING A LOCAL BUSINESS
TAUGHT YOU DURING THE PANDEMIC? 
There are so many things in life that are beyond
our control. All we can do is take one day at a time,
give our best effort, take appropriate precautions to
protect ourselves and those around us, and try to
continue to enjoy life.
And, some things just can’t be taken care of over
Zoom! Even when staffing was difficult due to the
increased home demands our staff experienced due
to the pandemic, we were always able to provide
in-person care for emergencies and urgent issues.
WHAT IS SOMETHING POSITIVE THAT HAS
HAPPENED OR YOU HAVE LEARNED DURING
THIS LAST YEAR?
I have learned that toilet paper is perhaps the most
limited and sought-after resource on the planet, and
that one must always make sure to have a six-month
supply on hand!

CONTINUED >

CityLifestyle.com/Chandler
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LOCAL LIMELIGHT (CONTINUED)

YA S M I N R A H I M I D C
FIAMA/FOUNDER/VP
BACKFIT HEALTH + SPINE
TELL US ABOUT YOUR BUSINESS.
We are multi-disciplinary clinics offering medical, chiropractic, and
physical therapy, all in one location.
WHAT IS SOMETHING ABOUT YOU OR YOUR
BUSINESS PEOPLE MAY NOT KNOW?
I founded this company with my brother, Dr. Radi Rahiminejad, and
we now have 11 locations in three states.
WHAT HAS OWNING A LOCAL BUSINESS TAUGHT YOU, EITHER
PERSONALLY OR PROFESSIONALLY, DURING THE PANDEMIC?
We have seen emotional stress affecting many patients in the form
of pain and tension, reminding us that the mind is a powerful factor,
and emotional stress can be just as damaging as any physical injury.
WHAT IS SOMETHING POSITIVE THAT HAS HAPPENED
Yasmin Rahimi DC FIAMA/Founder/VP

OR YOU HAVE LEARNED DURING THIS LAST YEAR?
At the beginning of the pandemic, I said the universe wants us to
all slow down and breathe. We should never take our freedom or
conveniences for granted. Our team has had a major shift in mindset,

SHADOW ASGARI DDS/CO-OWNER
SAMANTHA VU DDS/CO-OWNER

focusing on volunteering and giving back wherever we can.

SONORAN SMILE ORTHODONTICS
TELL US ABOUT YOUR BUSINESS.
We are in the business of creating beautiful smiles. Having a healthy,
beautiful smile can change someone’s life. It brings a confidence that
can open doors and create opportunities.
WHAT HAS OWNING A LOCAL BUSINESS TAUGHT YOU, EITHER
PERSONALLY OR PROFESSIONALLY, DURING THE PANDEMIC?
We’ve learned that the spirit of community in Chandler is immense. It’s
uplifting to see so many coming together to support each other’s businesses and employees.
WHAT HAVE YOU OR YOUR BUSINESS DONE TO GIVE BACK
TO THE COMMUNITY THIS PAST YEAR?
We value the work our teachers do, and have treated many educators and their children at no charge or reduced fees for several years.
WHAT IS SOMETHING POSITIVE THAT HAS HAPPENED OR
YOU HAVE LEARNED DURING THIS LAST YEAR?
Nothing is guaranteed. Possessions are just things. Be good to one
another and leave behind a legacy of kindness to your fellow man.
16
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Samantha Vu DDS/Co-Owner
and Shadow Asgari DDS/Co-Owner

Richard Higgs
DDS/Owner

RICHARD HIGGS DDS/OWNER
AQUILA FAMILY DENTAL
TELL US ABOUT YOUR BUSINESS.
We are a local, individually-owned family and cosmetic dental practice,
serving the East Valley since 2005.
WHAT IS SOMETHING ABOUT YOU OR YOUR BUSINESS
PEOPLE MAY NOT KNOW?
I was originally going to go to medical school, but a conversation with
my family dentist during the Christmas break of my senior year in college
changed all that. Had I not had that conversation, on that day, with that
person, my life would have been significantly different.
WHAT HAS OWNING A LOCAL BUSINESS TAUGHT YOU, EITHER
PERSONALLY OR PROFESSIONALLY, DURING THE PANDEMIC?
The value of trust and communication. These things have always been
very important to me, but they have become even more important during
the pandemic because people don’t know who to trust, what to believe,
and even what to say. Being consistent with protocols and communication between myself, my staff, and our patients has ensured we are doing
the right thing to keeping everyone safe.

AUBREY YOUNG DMD/OWNER
YOUNG ORTHODONTICS

WHAT IS SOMETHING POSITIVE THAT HAS HAPPENED OR
YOU HAVE LEARNED DURING THIS LAST YEAR?
I have the greatest team! Their sense of humor and purpose in the midst

TELL US ABOUT YOUR BUSINESS.

of all this difficulty has been inspiring, and I’m so proud of them. I’m also

We have fun transforming smiles for our “family” of patients. Some

extremely humbled and appreciative that our patients trust that we are

might think orthodontics is a teenage rite of passage, but we

keeping them safe while getting their important dental care.

CONTINUED >

treat patients as young as 5, and as “young” as 84!
WHAT IS SOMETHING ABOUT YOU OR YOUR

Aubrey Young
DMD/Owner

BUSINESS PEOPLE MAY NOT KNOW?
I recently restored a 1966 VW “Bug” I call Emily (Em). She’s a
beautiful aqua and can’t be missed, so honk next time you see
us driving around town!
WHAT HAVE YOU OR YOUR BUSINESS DONE TO
GIVE BACK TO THE COMMUNITY THIS PAST YEAR?
My heart lies in giving back, and it is a primary focus for our
business. We plan many giving back initiatives throughout the
year to support our local community.
WHAT IS SOMETHING POSITIVE THAT HAS HAPPENED
OR YOU HAVE LEARNED DURING THIS LAST YEAR?
I have learned I always possess a choice in every moment of
every day. Choosing to have a positive, optimistic attitude is
the key to not only my happiness, but it can be contagious. My
greatest joy is having the opportunity to create long-lasting
relationships with my team, members of our beautiful Chandler
community, other dental colleagues, and my amazing patients.
CityLifestyle.com/Chandler
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LOCAL LIMELIGHT (CONTINUED)

Andrea Stickland DVM/Owner.
Photo by Lindsay Borg

ANDREA STICKLAND DVM/OWNER
ANIMAL MEDICAL CENTER OF CHANDLER

WHAT IS SOMETHING ABOUT YOU OR
YOUR BUSINESS PEOPLE MAY NOT KNOW?
We are one of the few privately-owned practices in our
area. We are an American Animal Hospital Association
certified facility, as well as a Fear-Free, Feline-Friendly
practice, with a newly dedicated feline center.
WHAT HAS OWNING A LOCAL BUSINESS
TAUGHT YOU DURING THE PANDEMIC?
Fortitude and empathy. Fortitude, as we have learned
to adapt to change quickly in order to keep moving
forward. With additional health requirements, supplies
becoming scarce, and prices rising, we have learned to
be creative, think outside the box, and adapt.
Empathy, as a veterinarian you love animals, but
also you love the people. The emotional toll the pandemic has had on our clients has been a staggering,
soul-searching, learning experience. The human-animal bond has become more important than ever, and
we realize if we can help keep people’s pets safe and
healthy during this challenging time, we will make a
difference in our client’s mental health at home.
WHAT HAVE YOU OR YOUR BUSINESS DONE TO
GIVE BACK TO THE COMMUNITY THIS PAST YEAR?
This year we partnered with UofA to be a strong mentor for veterinarian students and graduates by hosting
them so they can learn about comprehensive, small
animal medicine.
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ROSEMARY GEARY MD/FOUNDER
EAST VALLEY DERMATOLOGY
WHAT HAS OWNING A LOCAL BUSINESS TAUGHT YOU, EITHER
PERSONALLY OR PROFESSIONALLY, DURING THE PANDEMIC?
Running a business during the pandemic has been the biggest challenge we have ever faced. Huge changes had to be made in order to see
patients safely. This put a lot of stress and extra work on our employees,
who gave 110% to make it happen. I learned working together as a team
is the only way to overcome the adversities we have faced.
WHAT HAVE YOU OR YOUR BUSINESS DONE TO GIVE BACK
TO THE COMMUNITY THIS PAST YEAR?
I volunteer my time at Mission of Mercy, a mobile van clinic for the
working poor, as their dermatologist.
WHAT IS SOMETHING ABOUT YOU OR YOUR BUSINESS
PEOPLE MAY NOT KNOW?
I love to wake surf! As a dermatologist, I make sure that I’m sun-protected, and I like to teach patients that with proper sun protection, it
Rosemary Geary MD/Founder

is safe to enjoy the outdoors, even if you have had skin cancer like me.
WHAT IS SOMETHING POSITIVE THAT HAS HAPPENED OR
YOU HAVE LEARNED DURING THIS LAST YEAR?

D AV I D B A K E R O W N E R

The silver lining of this pandemic has been teaching me to slow down
and find joy in just being at home.

CONTINUED >

NATURE’S BLOOM

TELL US ABOUT YOUR BUSINESS.
We are a local, family-owned and -operated business that
offers a great value on premium CBD products, in a truly welcoming environment. CBD is non-narcotic, and we believe
in the many health benefits it offers, especially as an alternative to prescription pain relief and the addiction that can
result. We are definitely an option to big pharma.
WHAT IS SOMETHING ABOUT YOU OR YOUR
BUSINESS PEOPLE MAY NOT KNOW?
Our first store is in Old Town Scottsdale and is run by my son,
Nate. It is a true blessing to work daily with your own kid, who
brings so much to the table for our business.
WHAT HAS OWNING A LOCAL BUSINESS TAUGHT
YOU DURING THE PANDEMIC?
The pandemic has proven us right in placing a high value
on customer relationships. During this difficult time, our customers proved they love us and have gone out of their way
to keep us “Blooming”! We spend time with each of our customers, and will never send someone off without a sample,
special discount, or additional knowledge.

David Baker Owner.
Photo by Lindsay Borg
CityLifestyle.com/Chandler
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LOCAL LIMELIGHT (CONTINUED)
Carissa Krupski Owner.
Photo by Lindsay Borg

CARISSA KRUPSKI OWNER
MASSAGELUXE
WHAT IS SOMETHING ABOUT YOU OR YOUR BUSINESS
PEOPLE MAY NOT KNOW?
My husband, Matt, and I had been members at a MassageLuXe in St. Louis,
Missouri, for many years prior to introducing MassageLuXe to Arizona. We
love this area and knew this is where we wanted to be, so we opened
Arizona’s first location right here in Chandler! We recently relocated our family and bought a home in Chandler, so we are here to stay!
WHAT HAVE YOU OR YOUR BUSINESS DONE TO GIVE BACK
TO THE COMMUNITY THIS PAST YEAR?
During COVID-19, we have focused on assisting other small business owners and charities struggling with the uncertainties of the
times. MassageLuXe has donated products and services to them to
be used as gifts to show their appreciation to everyone supporting the
local Chandler community.
WHAT IS SOMETHING POSITIVE THAT HAS HAPPENED OR
YOU HAVE LEARNED DURING THIS LAST YEAR?
The pandemic has reminded us to focus on our family. We’ve been spend-

ELISABETH PEFFLEY NMD, LAC

ing more time together—doing puzzles, watching movies with popcorn,

DOCTOR OF NATUROPATHIC MEDICINE

not. “In the rush to get back to normal, use this time to decide which parts

LAZADERM LASER & MEDICAL AESTHETICS

of normal are worth rushing back to.”—Dave Hollis

playing games. It is a good reminder of what is important and what is

TELL US ABOUT YOUR BUSINESS.
We believe optimal well-being is a blend of feeling and looking our
best, because our physical appearance is intrinsically linked to how
we feel. Achieving this is both a science and an art, so our clinic
offers treatments including facials, medical-grade skincare, cosmetic
procedures, vein treatments, thyroid management, body contouring,
and bioidentical hormone therapy. Our patients can tell we love what
we do, and enjoy having fun!
WHAT IS SOMETHING ABOUT YOU OR YOUR
BUSINESS PEOPLE MAY NOT KNOW?
I recently competed in my first taekwondo tournament!
WHAT IS SOMETHING POSITIVE THAT HAS HAPPENED OR
YOU HAVE LEARNED DURING THIS LAST YEAR?
This year has been wrought with polarizing political, social, medical,
and economic ideologies. I have personally witnessed friendships
and family relationships dissolve over these differences. I decided
to take “seek first to understand and then be understood” literally
by researching and educating myself on opposing viewpoints with
friends and family. It has been a great lesson, but more importantly,
it allowed me to connect and understand differing beliefs. I found
we actually had more in common than we thought, allowing us to
actually grow and deepen our relationships.
20
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Elisabeth Peffley
NMD, LAc

HAPPY PATIENTS ARE OUR BUSINESS

Can’t get time off to come into the dentist for a consultation?
In-person consultations are a thing of the past, visit our website for
a FREE Smile Virtual Consult from Dr. Higgs!

3175 S Price Rd | Chandler, Arizona 85248

480-470-7679
aquiladental.com

Dr. Higgs

CityLifestyle.com/Chandler
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Caring for the
Community
BANNER OCOTILLO MEDICAL
CENTER OPENS ITS DOORS

ARTICLE MICHELLE GLICKSMAN
PHOTOGRAPHY PROVIDED
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" Our focus is on value-based care _ ensuring that e xceptional treatment is
easy to access . We already have a Banner H ealth Center which provides
primary care in this area , and the hospital is another great supp or t for
acute care needs in o ur community . "

IN EARLY NOVEMBER, BANNER HEALTH’S

“The medical center is capable of growing

NEWEST HOSPITAL, BANNER OCOTILLO

by an additional tower as patient volumes and

MEDICAL CENTER, OPENED ITS DOORS TO

community needs require expansion. As the

THE COMMUNITY.

volumes dictate, we are committed to the con-

The hospital is the newest one Banner has built
in Arizona since 2010—and it was built based on
the needs of the growing Southeast Valley.
“Our mission is ‘making healthcare easier so

tinued growth and investment to support the
community,” Robertson says.
In creating the hospital, Banner invested
heavily in safety and advanced technology.

life can be better,’” explains Laura Robertson,

“For example, all staff will use CareAware hand-

CEO of Banner Ocotillo Medical Center, Banner

held smart devices that streamline communica-

Desert Medical Center, and Banner Children’s

tions, medical record access, and scanning. And

at Desert. “Access to care is a key component

with safety at the forefront, all surgical spaces have

to this mission. In addition to serving the com-

built-in UV disinfectant lighting. We’ll also use a

munities of Ahwatukee, Chandler and Gilbert,

hand hygiene monitoring system,” Robertson says.

we know there are many people who receive

The facility was also built with a healing—and

care through our Banner Health Network who

local—environment in mind. There are more

were required to travel for acute care needs.

than 200 pieces of art throughout the campus,

Our focus is on value-based care—ensuring

including many pictures and images of Chandler.

that exceptional treatment is easy to access.

And, much of the artwork was created by local

We already have a Banner Health Center which

artists, as a way to build a connection to—and

provides primary care in this area, and the

honor—the community.

hospital is another great support for acute care
needs in our community.”

At the entrance, there is a full-wall, original
ceramic mosaic created by local artist Rylee Sturge.

Banner Ocotillo, a four-story, 240,0000-

Banner Ocotillo Medical Center (BannerHealth.

square-foot hospital located on the southeast

com/ocotillo) is designed to be for, and a part of,

corner of Alma School Road and the Loop

the community.

202/Santan Freeway, currently has 124 patient

And, says Robertson, “Our campus and the

beds and offers emergency care; intensive care;

technology we offer patients may be brand new,

endoscopy; cardiac services; imaging; surgi-

but our team members are well-seasoned care-

cal services; and women and infant services,

givers. Banner Ocotillo is not only an excellent

including labor and delivery. It was also built

place for patients, but also a great place to work

with shelled spaces for fast expansion.

for many Chandler residents.”
CityLifestyle.com/Chandler
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INSPIRED BY

Tim Tebow and the Street Team

Martin Diamond and the Kindli bus

The Kindli app

Tim Tebow gives out
shoes to those who
need them in Arizona.

SPREADING
KINDNESS
WITH
KINDLI
MEET THE NEW DIGITAL PLATFORM THAT’S
REVOLUTIONIZING SOCIAL MEDIA

ARTICLE MICHELLE GLICKSMAN | PHOTOGRAPHY TRACY ANN
BATTAGLIA/FULLY ALIVE PHOTOGRAPHY
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ON DARLENE:
STYLING RISA KOSTIS
JACKET LIAMO
HAIR AND MAKEUP LILLIAN FOGEL
It was 2017, and Martin Diamond was brainstorming.
The founder and CEO of VURIA, LLC, a digital media firm
in Scottsdale, he has managed the design and development
of thousands of web and mobile projects, marketing initiatives,
and media productions for companies around the world. He
was well-versed in the digital space, which is where the father
of three saw something he realized he wanted to change.
“My problem was looking at social media and seeing what
I thought were so many things wrong with it, which I [then]
sought to fix, to give it a purpose and make it better,” he explains.
As of last month, what began as an idea launched as an app,
website, and social movement. Kindli, as it’s called, is a platform
with a purpose—and it’s ready to change the world.
Kindli was built to focus on the positive and eliminate the
negative. Yes, that means that there’s no bullying or hateful language, and there are no depressing conversations about news
or politics. Instead, the narrative is on kindness and positivity.
The revolutionary idea was created to propel a sustainable
movement that impacts positive global change.
Even in just its development stage, the idea of spreading kindness had a big draw. In that time, it attracted such
founding members as professional baseball and football star
Tim Tebow, three-time Olympic gold medalist Kerri Walsh
Jennings, and WWE star Thaddeus Ballard (also known as
Titus O’Neil). And Darleen Santore, also known as Coach Dar
and for her work with professional athletes, also signed on as
the CKO—Chief Kindness Officer.
“I have served as the U.S. Ambassador for Global Pay It
Forward Day since 2015, and as a board-certified occupational
therapist and mental conditioning coach, helping the well-being of others and creating positive global change has always
been my personal mission. When I was asked to partner with
Kindli as Chief Kindness Officer, I knew this would be an incredible opportunity to make an impact, spread kindness, and help
boost the mental well-being of people who use social media
daily. I believe the world needs Kindli and is ready to create a
positive and tangible shift in humanity,” Santore says.
So, what exactly is Kindli?
While in some respects it looks similar to the social media
apps that most people are already familiar with in that they can
post, like, and comment, Kindli is distinctly different. Everything
on the site is positive, and kind acts are celebrated. It is designed
to be a safe space for people to connect, and where they can be
inspired or inspire others.

CONTINUED >

Martin Diamond and
Darleen Santore
CityLifestyle.com/Chandler
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INSPIRED BY (CONTINUED)

“I HOPE THAT THIS PLATFORM HELPS THE WELL-BEING OF
PEOPLE—THEIR MENTAL HEALTH—AND IT LIFTS UP THEIR
SPIRITS AND INSPIRES THEM TO SERVE.”

KINDLI CARDS
In addition to the platform, Kindli provides a home for
the “Pay It Forward” movement with real-world Kindli
Cards™, a proprietary, patent-pending method of tracking
kind acts worldwide.
Diamond explains them by using the well-known
Starbucks drive-thru “pay it forward” experience. Except, in
this scenario, a Kindli user would leave a Kindli Card with
the barista, and ask them to give it to the car behind them
when they tell them their order was paid for. The card—
which has no details on it that would personally identify the
card’s giver—has a QR code. If the person who was on the
receiving end wanted to say thank you, they could scan the
card with their phone and send an anonymous thank you
message, photo, or video to the Kindli member. That member could then share that message to their Kindli profile to
inspire others to perform their own acts of kindness. Those
involved do have the option to reveal their identity and connect on the platform if they want.
Not only were the cards created to inspire kindness,
but to track the number of kind acts they inspired, as well.
Kindli founders have a mission of inspiring one billion acts
of kindness around the world.
MAKING IT A POSITIVE PLACE
Anyone can create an account on Kindli and browse
for free, but there are safeguards built in to ensure that it
remains a safe and positive place.
In order to comment or post content—the first time
only—members are required to make a one-time, one
dollar payment, which Kindli then donates 100% of to one
of its charity partners, which include organizations such
as United Way Worldwide, Boys & Girls Clubs of America,
ASPCA, GLAAD, Special Olympics, Disabled Veterans,
Susan G. Komen, Tim Tebow Foundation, and Bullard
Family Foundation. This feature is designed to not only
eliminate fake accounts, but, since the purchase will be
linked to an in-app purchase, enforce accountability and
Martin Diamond and Kindli cards

strict content guidelines.
The proceeds also help with another of Kindli’s goals—
to donate one billion dollars to nonprofit organizations.
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Diamond agrees that inspiring one billion acts of kindness
across the globe and donating one billion dollars to charity are big
goals, but says confidently, “Yes, they are lofty goals, but I think
with this platform we can reach them.
“The basic premise [of Kindli] was to create a positive alternative for social media where people can interact and walk away
feeling good about the time they spent on the platform, and maybe
feel a little more positive about the world and life in general, rather
than what I saw was just a downward spiral of negativity and a
very hostile, very unfriendly environment that was being fostered
and just increasing in ‘traditional’ social media,” he explains. “It
really just was trying to figure out a path to fix what I saw were
the major flaws in those platforms that were allowing them to be
abused and taken over by hate, and, essentially, allowing them to
become a very, very toxic environment.”
REDEFINING THE INFLUENCER
Kindli also aims to change the current perception of what it
means to be an influencer on social media. Currently, influencers
are generally popular and are often endorsing products. Kindli
hopes to alter that definition to someone who changes others’
behavior and inspires them to do good things, and truly makes a
positive impact on those around them.
“On Kindli, rather than putting the focus on just likes and popularity, our emphasis is more on what have you done to make a
difference, and how much of an impact are you making?”
Everyone from companies to celebrities to individuals will be
able to show the world how much they are an influencer by the
number of Kindli cards they’ve given out, based on the number
that will be linked to their profile.
SPOT THE BUS
Kindli also now has a dedicated bus, which goes around with
what they call their “Street Team,” and often a celebrity, making
random stops to do random acts of kindness. This was recently
on display when Tebow and the Street Team took the bus around
Phoenix and stopped at a gas station, where they surprised customers by paying for their gas, and Tebow actually pumped their gas
and cleaned their windshields. They also stopped by a teen football
practice, where Tebow gave the team an inspiring speech, as well as
a grocery store where they paid for customers’ groceries, and more.
Kindli will also feature Daily Kindness content, a stream of feelgood stories, videos, and news.
“I hope that this platform helps the well-being of people—their mental health—and it lifts up their spirits and inspires them to serve. I hope
this is the platform they turn to, to be uplifted and inspired. [After being
on the site], I want people to leave it better than they started their day.
This is going to change the word for better,” says Santore.

Darleen Santore

Find Kindli at Kindli.org, or download the mobile app in the App
Store or Google Play.
CityLifestyle.com/Chandler
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SALE! SALE! SALE! SALE!

15

%
OFF

ALL WALL ART
& CANVASES

NOT TO BE COMBINED WITH ANY OTHER OFFERS (OFFER EXPIRES 01/31/21)

4140 S ARIZONA AVE., CHANDLER, AZ
SPICEUPYOURHOME.COM 480-848-5997
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15% OFF

DINE-IN, TAKE-OUT
OR DELIVERY
Dine-in or take-out only. Not valid with online orders. Cannot be combined
with any other offers. Valid only at the below three Chandler locations.

AT THE FOLLOWING
CHANDLER LOCATIONS:

ALMA SCHOOL RD.
& GERMANN RD.

(480) 917-0077

MCQUEEN RD.
& RIGGS RD.

(480) 895-2555

ALMA SCHOOL RD.
& WARNER RD.

(480) 963-4720

NOW OFFERING
MINI 8" PIZZAS!
DINE-IN • TAKE-OUT • ONLINE • DELIVERY

BARROSPIZZA.COM

@ BARROSPIZZA

Patio dining,
beer, wine &
margaritas, kids
menu, happy hour
specials, Greek food
in South Chandler.
Delicious, fresh &
locally owned.
Mention
this ad for
a f ree app
with a dinner
purchase.

480-802-5555
johnnysgreek.com
4975 S Alma School Road
In the Promenade
at Fulton Ranch
CityLifestyle.com/Chandler
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LOCALLY OWNED

G E T H E A LT H Y

AN D FIT

Fit Society

HOW LOCAL GYMS HAVE BEEN COPING—AND WHAT THEY'RE CURRENTLY OFFERING
ARTICLE ALISON STANTON | PHOTOGRAPHY LINDSAY BORG
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M

AYBE YOU ATE TOO MANY HOLIDAY COOKIES, AND

BID A LOUD GOODBYE AND GOOD RIDDANCE TO 2020 ON
NEW YEAR’S EVE WITH SOME CHAMPAGNE AND PLENTY OF
FOOD. Maybe you’ve been doing walks around your neighborhood
and are in good shape, but want to take your fitness to the next level.
Whatever your motivation, we checked in with three local fitness
facilities to see how they’ve coped during the pandemic, and what
they are currently offering. Here’s to 2021!

FIT
SOCIE T Y
For nearly a decade, MJ Reavley, the
founder and owner of Fit Society, has
offered an expansive selection of fitness
programs delivered by an energetic, highlyexperienced, and caring team.
“Our bread and butter is our results-centered group and 1-on-1 training programs. Over time, we’ve expanded that
awesomesauce to our nutrition coaching,
FS @ Home online training, kids’ programs, move and correct injury prevention
and rehabilitation, and mentally testing
Body Transformation Challenges,” Reavley
says, adding that these varied offerings all
aid in fulfilling Fit Society’s mission, which
is to connect, challenge, and inspire people to be better together.
“Day-in and day-out, regardless of
which program our members choose, we
bring together a group of like-minded people in a community-centered room to work
hard and have an awesome time doing it,
leaving sweating and smiling. It’s our core,
our heartbeat, and our members love it
and our team lives for it.”
With regard to COVID-19, Reavley says
the health and safety of his members is his
number one priority. Fit Society has prioritized stringent sanitation and physical distancing protocols at all times. Additionally,
all members and guests have their temperatures checked beforehand, and anyone
with COVID-19 symptoms is immediately
asked to leave.
2920 S. Alma School Road; 480.782.9000;
FitSocietyAZ.com

CONTINUED >
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LOCALLY OWNED (CONTINUED)

This premier health club features
state-of-the-art fitness equipment in
the weight room and cardio areas, a
kinesis wall, and functional training
spaces. It has a full-service spa, providing nail, hair, massage, and aesthetic
services; a pro-shop/boutique; a café
that serves beer and wine along with
tasty food; childcare; and a variety of
organized activities and social events.
In addition, notes General Manager
Amy Abernethy, Ocotillo Village offers
a wide range of group fitness offerings,
including Pilates reformers, seven tennis
courts, two squash and two racquetball
courts, two pools (swim lessons available), and an organized swim team.
“In addition, we are incredibly excited
about our newly-launched, high-level
virtual platform to stream our group
fitness classes and provide the same
great in-person experience from home
or travel for our members. These
classes, which began in December, are
available both live stream and on-demand for later playback,” she says.
Membership

Director

Mary

Babick says the team at Ocotillo Health
Club & Spa has done everything they
can to make sure their members stay
safe during the pandemic.
“Masks are required indoors, temperatures are taken, and club occupancy is monitored. Air purification
systems have been installed in all
our group fitness studios, as well as
defined social distance markers,” she
says, adding that members are asked
to social distance and wipe down all
their equipment, and additional staff
is assigned throughout the club to aid

OCOTILLO VILL AGE
HE ALTH CLUB & S PA
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in sanitization efforts and to support
healthy behaviors.
4200 S. Alma School Road; 480.656.0045;
VillageClubs.com

P I T TFI T NES S
This 8,900-square-foot, newly-remodeled facility
offers all-new free weights, rack systems, rowers, TRX
and air-bikes, along with an expansive selection of turf
for agility, a full basketball court for indoor cardio work,
and speed and agility workouts for kids and athletes.
“We also have two garage doors which allow us
to utilize the parking lot for long distance cardio
training and outdoor stations,” says Ryan Nouis, who
co-owns PittFitness along with Dr. Radi Rahiminejad.
PittFitness, which opened in July 2020 and is the
largest group fitness facility in the Southeast Valley,
also offers trainer-led group fitness classes that
combine aspects of multiple training methods for
strength, agility, cardio, core, and flexibility.
“We also strive to make our workouts accessible for anyone, no matter their capabilities,” Nouis
says, adding that they have members ranging in
age from 8 to 70-plus.
“Our trainers work hard to challenge our members every day, but also allow for physical limitations on a regular basis. We want everyone to know
this is a family driven atmosphere and we want
anyone of all ages and capabilities to feel welcome.”
Workout stations are spread out, and the large, open
space helps to keep people safely distanced, Nouis
says. Socially distanced workouts are programmed
to have minimal equipment touch points, as well as
limited interaction with other people, and everybody
sanitizes their equipment as the workouts progress.

Photo by David Apeji

2150 E. Germann Road, Ste 4; 480.855.3145;
Pitt-Fitness.com

Protection for
your pride and joy
Debbie Wiltse FLMI CLU RICP ChFC, Agent
4980 S Alma School Road, Suite A6
Chandler, AZ 85248
Bus: 480-792-9468
www.debbiewiltse.com

For the family you’d do anything for, life insurance could mean
everything. I can help you find easy, affordable ways to protect their
future. Call me today.
Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there.®

State Farm Life Insurance Company (Not licensed in MA, NY or WI)
State Farm Life and Accident Assurance Company (Licensed in
NY and WI)
Bloomington, IL
2001571

CityLifestyle.com/Chandler
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ARTIST’S PALETTE
PHOTOGRAPHY LYNNE HARTKE, DAVE G BIGOTT

MOTHER NATURE WOWS IN ARIZONA!
ARIZONA'S LANDSCAPES NEVER DISAPPOINT. TWO LOCAL CHANDLERITES
SNAP SOME STUNNING PHOTOS FOR US TO ENJOY

1.

2.

3.

5.

4.

7.
6.

1. by Lynne Hartke | 2. by David G Bigott | 3. by Lynne Hartke | 4. by Lynne Hartke | 5. by Lynne Hartke | 6. by Dave G Bigott | 7. by David G Bigott
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All your boutique studios under one roof. With a huge
variety of classes, fully-loaded facilities, the best
instructors in the Valley and all-inclusive pricing,
you can try it all.
The Village offers the best variety of activities, sports and training
options anywhere in the Valley. In addition to our core staples of cardio,
weight-training and group fitness classes, our memberships include
aquatics, racquetball, tennis, basketball and squash. All available to
you in our clean and safe state-of-the-art facility.

Find your
next passion.

Get your complimentary VIP trial membership at villageclubs.com

The Boutique That Celebrates

HOLIDAY GIFTS
AND GIFT
CERTIFICATES
AVAILABLE

Your Lifestyle and Originality!
ADDRESS

950 E. Riggs Road Suite 6

CALL US
480.802.6757
KEEP IN TOUCH
SHOP OUR WEBSITE!
JudyWearBoutique.com
HOURS
Monday-Friday 11-5 | Saturday 11-3

TINSEL TUESDAY
2nd Tuesday of each month.

CHARITY SATURDAY
4th Saturday of the month.

HOME DELIVERIES
Within a 10 mile radius.

Habitat
Jess n Jane
Tribal
Oh My Gauze
Yushi
alisha.d
Brighton
Shana
and more....

CityLifestyle.com/Chandler
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CULINARY CREATIONS

Smoot h(ie)
Operator
ARTICLE MICHELLE TALSMA EVERSON
PHOTOGRAPHY LINDSAY BORG

“IF YOU WANT TO WRITE A BOOK OR HAVE AN
AMBITIOUS GOAL, THEN I WOULD SAY TO GO
FOR IT,” SAYS 14-YEAR-OLD DIYA NATH. The high
school sophomore is the ideal person to inspire other
young dreamers, as she is the author of her own
cookbook, Healthy Habits for a Healthier You!: Simple,
Yummy, Home-Made Smoothies to Enhance Your Gut
Health and Boost Energy.
The book is much more than a collection of recipes.
“I wanted the book to be more meaningful than a
simple smoothie book,” she says. “I wanted people
to learn more about healthy eating, and why it is
important, rather than just provide some recipes.
Hence, I included my two years of research so that
the book becomes more meaningful and informative to teens like me.”
In addition to the book, Nath is starting a company
called Oxi-Blast, which is a fruit and vegetable nutrient
additive. She also wants to be a culinary neurologist
(someone who researches the impact of foods on the
brain in coordination with the body, mood, hormone
levels, and more), use that knowledge to craft recipes,
and eventually open her own restaurant.
Nath believes that staying healthy is more than
just the food you eat. In her spare time, she hosts
a Discord server called the S.P.E.A.K. (Support,
Positivity, Equality, Acceptance/Assistance, and
Kindness) Server, which is for helping people talk
about themselves, their opinions, and their problems, all without judgement.
To learn more, visit DiyasWorld.com.
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DIYA NATH SHARES ALL
ABOUT HER NEW BOOK WITH
HEALTHY SMOOTHIE RECIPES

Chocolate
Energy Smoothie
+ 3-4 squares (1 oz.) of dark chocolate (65%-70%
cocoa or higher)

+ 1/4 scoop chocolate protein powder (optional)
+ 1 banana
+ 5-10 cashews (soaked in water for five minutes)
+ 1/2 cup cooled coffee
+ 1/2 cup milk
+ 1/2 cup ice
Add the coffee and milk to the blender. Add the
rest of the ingredients. Blend until smooth. Pour
and serve.

CityLifestyle.com/Chandler
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LIFESTYLE CALENDAR

1-10
TUMBLEWEED TREE: A VERY
CHANDLER CHRISTMAS
Chandler Museum

Chandler’s most iconic and beloved
holiday tradition is featured in this free
photography exhibition. View photographs, postcards, and memories from
the 60-plus year history of the tree, as
well as learn how the construction process for the tree has developed over the
years. Visitors also can share their own
memories of this festive Chandler tradition. ChandlerAZ.gov/museum

JAN 1-AUG 29

Of Course! We all do.
Let us keep yours
the healthiest it can be!
Medical Dermatology • Cosmetic Dermatology • Surgical Skin Care Treatment

BIGGER THAN BOXING: ZORA FOLLEY
AND THE 1967 HEAVYWEIGHT TITLE
Chandler Museum

March 22, 1967, Madison Square Garden,
New York City. Two men face off in the
ring for the Heavyweight Championship
of the World. In the blue corner, the
Champ, Muhammad Ali. In the red corner,
the challenger from Chandler, Arizona,
Zora Folley. What follows is a fight at
the crossroads of race, religion, sport,
and the politics of the 1960s. Bigger than
Boxing features the stories of these two
boxers, the circumstances that weighed
heavy on each man, and the fight that was

2019

Dr. Michelle Jeffries

Katherine Lim Quan, MD
Jill McKenzie, MD
Board Certified & Fellows in Mohs Micrographic Surgery

Rosemary Geary, MD & Ryan Falsey, MD, PhD have been appointed
to the University of Arizona faculty. They provide residents and
medical students with a state of the art teaching environment
allowing them to excel in the field of Dermatology.

a turning point in both of their careers.
ChandlerMuseum.org

1-31
ZOOLIGHTS
Phoenix Zoo

The Phoenix Zoo's ZooLights, presented

Valley Skin
Cancer Surgery
480.214.0388 | vscsaz.com

East Valley
Dermatology Center
Adult and Pediatric Dermatology

480.821.8888 | evderm.com

1 1 0 0 S o u t h D o b s o n R o a d , # 2 2 3 - C h a n d l e r, A Z 8 5 2 8 6
( The PRESIDIO, Nor th Building, 2nd Floor)

by SRP, is back with millions of twinkling
lights, dazzling animal sculptures, and
the Wildlife Lantern Safari, which features 66 creatures—polar bears, mammoths, peacocks and more, all aglow.
This year, in addition to the traditional
walk-thru experience, there are also
CONTINUED >
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JANUARY
Mention this ad
for 15% off your
first purchase!

4995 S Alma School Rd Unit E103,
Chandler, AZ 85248
(480) 704-4322
www.Naturesbloom.net

CityLifestyle.com/Chandler
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LIFESTYLE CALENDAR
Cruise ZooLights nights, a drive-thru
experience. PhoenixZoo.org

JAN 1-MAY 2
COLLECTIVE INSPIRATION
ARIZONA’S PREMIER MULTISPECIALTY MEDICAL CENTER

Phoenix Art Museum

Drawing from the Museum’s collection

of more than 20,000 objects, Collective
Inspiration showcases eight fashion

ensembles and accessories spanning the

20th century that are paired with paintings, sculptures, and more. Each pairing

includes interpretive texts to shed light
on how traditional elements of art and

design can be applied to fashion objects,

as well as more traditionally recognized
forms of art. PhxArt.org

2, 9, 16, 23, 30
DOWNTOWN CHANDLER
FARMERS MARKET
Dr. A.J. Chandler Park

Head Downtown and support dozens
of local vendors offering fresh produce,

DO YOU SUFFER FROM KNEE PAIN?

prepared food, beverages, and unique
goods at the Downtown Chandler
Farmers Market. This year-round market takes place every Saturday from 9

Have problems staying active, kneeling or standing up?

a.m. to 1 p.m. through May, at Dr. A.J.

Are you tired of taking pain medications for your knees?

cautions will be taken to ensure market

You might qualify for our Non-surgical Knee Treatment Program
CALL TODAY FOR A FREE CONSULTATION/EVALUATION

480-534-4235

Chandler Park West. Extra safety prevendors and customers follow CDC
guidelines. ChandlerAZ.gov/events

2, 9, 16, 23, 30
YOGA IN THE PARK

Dr. A.J. Chandler Park

Yoga in the Park starts at 10 a.m. in the

2 CHANDLER LOCATIONS!

parklet of Dr. A.J. Chandler Park, by Crust

1949 W Ray Rd #23 | 2815 E Ocotillo Rd Suite #4

perfect for beginners and experienced

Restaurant. This free, 45-minute class is
yogis alike. Just bring a mat, sunscreen
and water. View the website for safety

WWW.BACKFITHEALTH.COM
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precautions. ChandlerAZ.gov/events

JANUARY

14
CCA ANYWHERE: GINA CHAVEZ
Virtual

Latin GRAMMY nominee, 12-time Austin
Music Award winner, and 2015 Austin
Musician of the Year, Gina Chavez blends
the sounds of the Americas with tension

Getting Your Implants Done by Dr. Nish Shah....

A NEW YEAR’S
RESOLUTION
YOU CAN TRUST

and grace. She winds together versatile
bilingual verses with cumbia, indie-folk,
blues, and Latin Pop with rhythms influenced by Latin America and personal
lyrics inspired by her Latin roots and her
life in Austin, Texas. ChandlerCenter.org

JAN 19-APR 25
WATERLILY POND STUDIO
PRESENTS WIND, WATER, EARTH
Desert Botanical Garden

This exhibit features large-scale living
sculptures created by Natasha Lisitsa
and Daniel Schultz of Waterlily Pond
Studio. Using florals and plant materials
as the medium and desert elements as
the inspiration, Wind, Earth and Water are
three intricate installations that guests
will experience at the Garden for only a
few weeks each. Advance reservations
are required. DBG.org

WIS DOM TEETH

I MPLANT S

JAW PAIN

21

NISH SHAH DMD, MD, F.A.C.S

SONS OF MYSTRO

Board Certified Oral Surgeon

Virtual

Mentored by Black Violin, Sons of
Mystro is rising stars Malcolm, 23, and
brother Umoja, 20. Using their violins
to interpret reggae classics, American
pop songs, and their own creations
accompanied by a DJ and a drummer,
their approach to music brought them

Chandler: 2450 W Ray Rd. Suite 1,
Chandler AZ 85224
San Tan Valley: 36327 N. Gantzel Rd. Suite 102,
San Tan Valley AZ 85140

(480) 814-9500

recognition as Emerging Artists under
21 Years Old at IRAWMA (International
Reggae and World Music Awards).

AZORAL.COM

ChandlerCenter.org

CHANDLER’S EXPERT FOR THE MOST ADVANCED ORAL SURGERY CARE
CityLifestyle.com/Chandler
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Cathy Carter
Real Estate Professional
RE/MAX Alliance Group

ABR,CRS,CDPE, CLHMS

Call Cathy today
for more information!

480.459.8488
cathycarter1@cox.net
www.RealEstateChandler.com

Know Your Options Before You List!
Working with a Licensed Realtor vs a Instant Buyer(IBuyer)/Cash
Buyer can actually cost you thousands of dollars! When you’re
looking to sell luxury real estate in Chandler, Gilbert, or any of the
surrounding communities, you’ve got more options today than
ever before. Please call today for more information.

WHO YOU WORK WITH MATTERS

